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To Ensure Efficiency & OSHA Compliance
7 Workplace Safety Measures
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Your business is always on the move. 

Whether your operations involve manufacturing, 
construction, distribution or vehicle access, the 
bottom line is always the same: Without day-to-day 
workplace safety, your people, projects and profits 
all come to a screeching halt.

Safety isn’t just a matter of compliance or OSHA 
violations either – it’s about keeping your business 
running smoothly and efficiently.

While many large enterprises have internal standards that exceed OSHA guidelines (see sidebar 
on next page), your individual plant or operations managers might not even know such standards 
exist. As a result, each facility is left to implement on-site safety measures as it sees fit, leaving your 
organization wide-open to a potential violation or incident.

The specifics of your company or site might vary, but when it comes to safety, every organization 
requires continuous improvement. With your business constantly growing and new employees 
regularly joining or changing roles, your approach to safety has to look beyond one-time training 
sessions and static corporate standards stowed away in an office.

At the same time, your workplace safety measures can’t be so complicated that workers are forced 
to decide between safety and workflow efficiency. Instead, you need a safety approach which 
balances time, budget, priorities and ROI so your workers are safe and efficient.

When it comes to safety measures to keep your workers efficient and compliant, you don’t need an 
exhaustive list of practices that may or may not apply to your different work sites. You need long-
term principles that keep workers safe even as they’re switching work sites and scenarios.

Here are seven workplace safety measures to ensure efficiency and compliance among your 
employees – no matter where your business takes you:

1. Know Your Safety Goals
Whether you’re setting the workplace safety standards for your enterprise or merely enforcing them, 
it’s critical that you start with clear goals in mind. 
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Generate your goals by defining what problem or safety issue you want to 
address, then clearly articulate how your organization plans to achieve those 
goal. Avoid goals with too much jargon or vague language, and include 
specific names, numbers or dates whenever possible.

Whether it’s an updated OSHA regulation, a proposal from a local union or 
a change in corporate standards, safety measures are always changing. With 
every change, be sure to update and revise your goals accordingly.

2. Perform A Job Hazard Analysis
Every plant, terminal and location is different. A safety standard or practice 
that works for one location simply might not work at another. To ensure your 
safety measures aren’t slowing workers down unnecessarily, you need to 
have a complete picture of the specific job hazards at your facility.

After you’ve set your safety goals, conduct a job hazard analysis or have a 
safety solutions specialist conduct one for you. Once you know which 
job hazards exist, you’re able to analyze the pros and cons of different safety 
and risk reduction strategies.

3. Get Equipment-Specific Training
Safety equipment in and of itself won’t guarantee the well-being of your 
employees. Without the proper planning, purchasing and training of each 
piece of equipment, your investment won’t yield any return in efficiency or 
risk reduction. 

Documentation isn’t enough either. Just because your equipment came with 
an elaborate operations manual doesn’t mean every employee (or future 
employee) has actually read it. Also, in many cases, standard procedures 
outlines in operations manuals don’t always account for the specific 
workplace realities at your location.

Instead of relying on documentation or the equipment itself, your employees 
need regular on-site training for each specific piece of equipment. Ideally, 
the manufacturer offers these training sessions, and once they arrive on 
location, they can even help you with future safety equipment purchases 
before you install the wrong solution.

Working With 
OSHA Guidelines
Ensuring compliance with 
the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) 
is an important element of 
any workplace safety initiative. 
However, vague standards  
and varied enforcement make 
OSHA compliance a difficult 
target to aim for.

Here are some important 
principles to keep in mind 
when working toward OSHA 
compliance in your workplace:

• OSHA audit inspectors vary 
in their specialties (electrical, 
fall prevention, etc.) and may 
provide uneven enforcement in 
favor of their area of concentration.

• Most enterprises have internal 
safety regulations that are more  
stringent than OSHA standards.

• For industries covered by  
OSHA Part 1910, General 
Industry, loading racks are 
covered by Subpart D  
(Walking – Working Surfaces).

• OSHA’s only standard at this 
time for fall protection while 
atop rolling stock (trucks 
and rail cars) is the General 
Duty Clause, Section 5(a)
(1) of the OSH Act of 1970. 
(Note: There are clarifications 
and guidelines in other OSHA 
documents.)

http://www.carbissolutions.com/
http://www.carbissolutions.com/
http://www.oshacomplianceservices.com/how-to-survive-an-osha-audit/
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=OSHACT&p_id=3359
https://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=OSHACT&p_id=3359
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4. Focus On Top-To-Bottom Efficiency
When looking at the big picture of safety measures, it’s easy to imagine that their implementation 
and use will increase worker efficiency. But there’s a major difference between workplace efficiency 
on paper and in reality.

Rather than just improving surface-level efficiencies with your safety policies or equipment 
purchases, focus on top-to-bottom efficiency throughout the entire planning process. In other words, 
don’t let a short-term improvement overshadow a major efficiency increase over the long term.

For example, when purchasing safety equipment from a partner or vendor, be honest and 
forthcoming about your challenges. Upfront communication means you’re less likely to purchase the 
wrong piece of equipment for your particular needs or location. 

Putting in the extra work for end-to-end efficiency early in the safety planning process increases the 
long-term ROI of your purchases, training sessions and safety initiatives.

5. Aim For Consistent Improvement
After a major workplace safety incident, many plant managers get distracted by solving the short-
term crisis. Employees get fired, public relations is called in and legal action is taken to avoid any 
potential litigation. Leadership reviews current procedures and immediately instates new strict safety 
measures. But after a few months, old habits and shortcuts are sure to creep back into processes, 
leaving the organization just as vulnerable as before.
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While these immediate reactions to an incident might be appropriate at some point, they don’t 
solve long-term safety problems. Only by improving safety measures on a continual basis is your 
enterprise able to reduce safety crises in the long term.

In order to achieve continuous improvement, you have to look beyond short-term safety fixes and 
invest in safety solutions that eliminate future crises altogether. Long-term improvement also means 
you need to consistently update your training, onboarding and safety audit processes.

6. Enforce A Safety Culture, Not Just  
A Compliance Checklist
Training, equipment and established processes only go so far. Ensuring the continued safety of your 
employees and projects requires a more human element: your safety culture.

Compliance with corporate and OSHA standards is a solid starting point, but without a safety culture, 
your employees still shortcut procedures or inadvertently expose themselves (and your business) to 
risk. Your safety culture needs to empower your employees to take loss prevention into their own 
hands with the self-assessment of risk.

Before your employees begin any task in a risk-prone 
environment, they should complete these three steps of  
a self-assessment:

1. Assess the scope of the risk

2. Analyze how to reduce the risk

3. Execute the task while reducing all possible risk

When employees self-assess risk within a safety culture, your 
business keeps moving efficiently without endangering the safety 
of your workers or delaying your processes.

7. Don’t Be Afraid To Invest
No matter whether your business is a subsidiary of a larger corporation or a freestanding enterprise, 
budget is always a concern when it comes to safety equipment and solutions. For many companies, 
the total cost of ownership might look like too hefty of a price tag, barring them from purchase.

http://carbissolutions.hs-sites.com/truck-spotting-are-you-overlooking-this-safety-practice
https://www.nonprofitrisk.org/tools/workplace-safety/public-sector/concepts/character-ps.htm
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But price alone shouldn’t be influencing your decision. Implementing a robust, long-term safety 
solution does more than just prevent costly (and possibly fatal) accidents; it also improves 
employee morale and potentially speeds up workflows. In addition, a new installation can be 
reported back to shareholders or investors for future assurance of your company’s long-term 
financial health.

When vetting possible implementation partners for your next equipment purchase, don’t just review 
the price of their safety solutions. Instead, consider this triage of critical factors to ensure your 
investment will reap a robust return:

• Time: Do they complete work on time? What were their timetables for similar projects in the past?

• Budget: Do they stay within the promised budget? How often in the past have they gone over 
budget, if at all?

• Quality: Do their solutions or equipment actually work? How long does their equipment last? How 
often are parts or other repairs needed?

If a potential partner’s past projects satisfactorily meet this triage of factors, your business has 
nothing to fear from this partner’s implementation. Don’t look at the cost of ownership as an 
expense, but as an investment.

http://www.carbissolutions.com/index.php/projects
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About Carbis Solutions
Carbis Solutions has been designing and delivering fall prevention and safety equipment across the globe 

for nearly 85 years. With more experience, more knowledge and more resources than any other competitor, 

Carbis ensures the safety of your employees, facility and company so your business keeps moving forward. 

For more information, visit carbissolutions.com.

Your enterprise is always advancing. Processes change, projects grow, new plants are opened, 
new people are hired and revenue increases. But without the security of the right workplace safety 
measures, a single catastrophic accident brings all those advancements to an immediate halt.

Investing in workplace safety today pays off greater dividends not just tomorrow, but for decades to 
come. With these workplace safety measures in place, you reap the returns of prevented accidents, 
improved employee morale, averted litigation, mitigated media investigations and long-term 
workflow efficiency. And with these crises diverted, your business keeps moving forward.

Discover how the right safety equipment or fall 
prevention solution fits within your next workplace safety 
initiative. Contact Carbis Solutions today or call us at 
1.800.845.2387 to start your own safety success story.

http://www.carbissolutions.com
http://www.carbissolutions.com/index.php/contact

